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Happy 70th!

The magnificent achievements of Edward can only be 
toasted with the most perfect liquid 
— RHIC & LHC serve the perfect liquid! 
— We will celebrate with a different kind of perfect liquid!



 “Flying with Eagle”

From Michael Lublinsky 
I spent fantastic three years in Stony Brook where I had the privilege of learning from you.  I 
always admire your so broad knowledge and deep vision.  You taught me many things in physics 
and beyond and I consider you as one of my Teachers…  I am forever grateful for this! …
Happy living until 120, as is commonly wished here in Israel!

From Ho-Ung Yee 
Edward, my warm congratulations for your 70'th Birthday! I have always been impressed by your 
enthusiasm for physics and open-mindedness and support towards young people. I have really felt 
privileged and lucky to be with you while in Stony Brook. See you around in many future years and 
keep healthy!

We were so blessed and privileged 
to be pupils of such a great master!

From Claudia Ratti
I am truly grateful for everything you did for me and all the things you taught me: the years in Stony 
Brook, working in your group, have been a great professional and human experience that I will 
never forget. … I am very privileged for having had the possibility of working with a scientist of your 
stature…. you played a very important role in my life and I hope that you will continue to inspire the 
minds of young physicists for many more years.



In Chinese: 
“⻦鸟随鸾凤⻜飞腾远，
⼈人伴贤良品⾃自⾼高!” 

 “Flying with Eagle”



A (Long) Quest



The Degrees of Freedom (DoF)

S. Weinberg: 
“If you start with the wrong degrees of 
freedom, you will be very sorry.”

EM Plasma:
electrons, ions 

Crystal lattice 
+ electrons in 
periodic potential

Atoms / Molecules 

Electrons 
in metal 

Cooper pairs in 
superconductor

Quarks/Gluons Hadrons Nuclei



Quarks & Hadrons

Around 1960’: lots of hadrons, quark model 

Late 60’ / early 70’: DIS/partons, QCD

However:  quarks & gluons are deeply hidden in hadrons.

QCD is “anti-screening” in the vacuum, opposite to QED. 

Is this a feature of “simple” quarks & gluons or is it due to 
structure that is emergent?



The Early Days

QCD at high T is screening, too— a plasma like QED!
The vacuum must have highly nontrivial structures. 



Ahead of One’s Time



What are the most important/relevant  
configurations/DoFs?

What Are the DoFs?

Two strategies: 
1. Use real computers with brute force
2. Effective models that start with the right DoFs



The Complicated Vacuum

linear potential at large distance 
~ 1 fm ~ 1/Lambda_QCD: 
it costs infinite energy to 
separate Q-bar-Q

Origin of linear potential: 
flux tube of chromo-E field

V (r) = �↵s

r
+ �r

QCD dipole field 

� ⇡ 0.9GeV/fm

scale ~ fm~200MeV

V ⇠ r
Emergent stringy behavior!



Meissner Effect in Superconductor
Meissner effect: electric (cooper-pair) condensate 
expels magnetic fields, and squeezes them into flux tube.

’t Hooft, 
Mandelstamm, Nambu 
—> transforming this 
insight into QCD 

Difficulty: no “higgs” to make monopoles (easily)



Vacuum & Instanton

Instantons must be there and important. 
Ed was convinced long before the supercomputers.  



Vacuum & Instanton



Vacuum as Instanton Liquid

The ILM successfully explains chiral dynamics and hadron 
properties in vacuum. 

It though did not explain confinement.
Nevertheless, it led Ed to the color superconductivity!



The Big Machines 

Boiling a quark-gluon 
plasma in lab routinely

A nearly perfect liquid 
— strongly coupled, sQGP



So, what are the right degrees of freedom?
The old belief

The matter just above confinement (in 1~2Tc), 
is more closely related to the confined world, 

rather than to the asymptotic QGP!

The new paradigm thanks to discoveries at RHIC and LHC (1~3Tc):

Tc

Tc ~2Tc

strongly coupled 
confined phase asymptotically free QGP

asymptotically free QGPstrongly coupled 
confined phase

strongly coupled 
QGP (sQGP)

A“postconfinement” regime?!
What are the DoFs??? 



Surviving Hadrons
Shuryak, Zahed, …: bound states surviving into hot phase!



Surviving Hadrons: Susceptibilities Know Them!



Thinking Harder About DoFs

Nc

Nf

{N}s

Electric-Magnetic Duality?!



Liberation of Color? Missing DoF?
Degrees of freedom Degree of color liberation

A region around Tc with liberated degrees of freedom 
but only partially liberated color-electric objects.

(Pisarski & collaborators: semi-QGP)

Then what are the “extra” dominant DoF here??? 
Thermal monopoles evaporated from vacuum condensate!



Chromo-Magnetic Monopoles in sQGP

Condensate monopoles —> dense thermal monopoles  1-2Tc:
thermal monopoles play key role in this regime.



A New Look at the Phase Diagram



Transport Properties from Magnetic Component
The magnetic component significantly enhances the 
scattering, needed for understanding the perfect fluidity.



A Chromo-Magnetic Liquid



Flux Tubes Above Tc



Jet Energy Loss

Till ~ 2008, there was clear discrepancy between 
accurate data and model predictions.

In-Plane

Out-of-Plane

Compilation of J.Jia, ~2008



Where Are Jets Quenched (More Strongly)?
Taken for granted in all previous models: 

“waterfall” scenario. 

We realized the puzzle may concern 
more radical questions:

Where are jets quenched (more strongly)?

Geometry is a sensitive feature:
“Egg yolk” has one geometry,“Egg white” has another.



Near-Tc Enhancement of Jet-Medium Coupling

In the paper PRL(2009) we concluded: 
“In relativistic heavy ion collisions the jets are quenched 

about 2--5 times stronger in the near-Tc region 
than the higher-T QGP phase.”

— Evidence for Magnetic DoFs!

Three major findings: 
(1) With fixed Raa, the jet v2 is VERY 
sensitive to the T-dependence of 
jet-medium coupling;  
(2) Energy loss around Tc region 
enhances the jet v2; 
(3) RHIC data suggests a very strong 
enhancement near Tc.



Electric and magnetic charges always 
scatter strongly with each other!

Magnetic charges become copious 
in the plasma near Tc

Magnetic DoF Prevails Near Tc

for SU(3) pure gauge theory
Bonati & D’Elia, arXiv:

1308.0302[hep-lat]

J. Xu, JL, M. Gyulassy, CPL2015; JHEP2016.
S. Shi, J. Xu, JL, M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1704.04577; to appear soon. 

An entirely new era of jet energy loss modeling: 
CUJET3 based on semi-Quark-Gluon-Monopole Plasma (sQGMP)

— See talk by Miklos Gyulassy tomorrow! 



ES60 @ Stony Brook



A New Chapter: 
Ensemble of Instanton-Dyons 

M.LopezRuiz, J. Jiang, JL, arXiv:1611.02539(PRD).
M.LopezRuiz, J. Jiang, JL, in preparation.

Significant developments by Stony Brook group 
(Shuryak, Zahed, et al)



What Are the DoFs?

What are the most important/relevant  
configurations/DoFs for confinement?

Two strategies: 
1. Use real computers with brute force
2. Effective models that start with the right DoFs



Polyakov Loop & Holonomy 

⌫ =
1

2
! L1 = 0 :

⌫ = 0 ! L1 = 1 :

Confining, maximally nontrivial holonomy

Deconfined, trivial holonomy

In QCD it is holonomy that can play the role of 
the “Higgs” mechanism.

⌫ 2 [0, 1]



Classifying gauge field configurations according to holonomy:

Holonomy 
Potential

Perturbative contributions always favor trivial holonomy
(famous Gross-Pisarski-Yaffe potential):

Polyakov Loop & Holonomy 

In the thermodynamic limit (V->infinity), the minimum 
of holonomy potential is physically realized. 



Lattice Results
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* 2nd order phase transition
* RAPID increase just above Tc



Polyakov Loop & Holonomy 

Perturbative holonomy potential 

It must be nonperturbative, topological configurations 
that drive the system toward confining nontrivial holonomy!
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Classifying gauge field configurations according to holonomy:

Holonomy 
Potential

Perturbative 
contributions

Ensemble of Topological Objects

Nonperturbative 
contributions from 
topological sector

'
X

N
topo

e�S
N

topo

[But, what types of topological objects???]



What Are the Right DoFs?

* Topological object 
(—nonperturbative, important at strong coupling)
 
* Magnetically charged 

* Sensitive to holonomy 

Instantons with nontrivial holonomy 
— KvBLL calorons! (constructed ~1998)



KvBLL Calorons

Most interestingly: 
this object is made of 
Nc constituent dyons 

(monopoles)!!!



Instanton-Dyons

The dyons inside KvBLL instantons 
hold the promise of driving confinement! 

v = 2⇡T⌫ , v̄ = 2⇡T ⌫̄
Holonomy as effective “Higgsing”



Building Ensemble of Instanton-Dyons

In short: sum over a statistical ensemble of many L & M 
Instanton-dyons with interactions 

(with 1-loop perturbative quantum fluctuations included)



Dyon-anti-Dyon Correlations

“Gas” ensemble: negligible correlations;
“Liquid” ensemble: significant short range correlations 
  —> —>  Properties of the ensemble crucially depend on such correlations!

Implemented via interaction 
potential energy term



The Correlation Potential

A repulsive core potential is crucial for enforcing confinement!
[first shown by Shuryak and collaborators]

Long range 
correlations 
are dictated 

by the 
charges of 
the objects.

Short range correlations are 
mimicked with repulsive core



The Holonomy Potential 

A change of shape 
from high to low T!

Diluter

Denser —>
Short range 
correlations 

become really 
important!

Weaker 
coupling

Stronger 
coupling



2nd order phase transition
in SU(2) pure YM

Confinement Driven by Instanton-Dyons



Confinement Driven by Instanton-Dyons

Confinement 
dynamics is 

sensitive to the 
short range 
correlations

Key parameter: 
the range 

parameter of 
the core



Strongly Correlated Ensemble



Emergent DoF Toward Tc



Summary



Quest for DoFs



Quest for DoFs:  Are We There Yet?

Edward: hope this keep you busy for many more creative years ahead! 
We will check progress at your 80th celebration!


